
Field-guard game 

Number of players: the whole class (if there arc too many pupils, it should be played in two groups). 

Equipment needed: one stool and one cap for each group. 

The field guard sits on a stool placed in the centre of the gym/playing area. (about 15 x 20 metres), a 

cap is on his/her head. He/she hides his/her face in his/her hands and pretends to be asleep. A chosen 

pupil is on all fours, right next to the field guard. 

Their role is to be the guard's dog. All other players arc dispersed and walk around the sleeping field-

guard. They imitate the picking of grapes and recite the following poem: 

I'm stealing the grapes, the shepherd has fallen asleep. A dream has descended on hím, 

there is an iron hat on his head Hu-hu Owl! 

Whilst the players arc picking grapes and reciting the poem, the dog growls and barks angrily, the 

fieldguard is still asleep. At the end of the poem, the guard suddenly wakes up and begins to chase 

the thieves of the grapes. His dog runs along with him on all fours and helps him chase the pupils. If he 

is able to reach someone in this position, he can also catch him/her. 

The chase lasts until the whistle of the leader of the game is heard. The signal is given after the guard 

and the dog have caught 3 or 4 escapees. The next round starts with the poem again, but this time 

there arc several dogs to help the guard, because all the previously caught players become dogs. 

Finally, one of the last two players to be caught will become the guard, the other will become the 

dog. 

Rules: 

1. The field-guard can start the chase only at the end of the poem. 

2. The dog can also take anyone captive, but can only run on all fours. 

General rules of tag games arc valid (touching one another, boundaries and catching more than one 

captive at the same time, etc.). 


